
Jane Pinsker has taught extensively in both private and public schools in  
outback Queensland as well as Sydney and London. She has taught children from  
pre-school to Year 6, with her passion being the early years. 

Susan Young has over 15 years teaching experience in Queensland, in both city and 
country schools. She has taught all primary grades. She believes it is important to  
introduce specific handwriting skills when children are developmentally ready to learn 
them.

Stephen Michael King is a well-known children’s illustrator and writer. Five of the books he 
has illustrated have been shortlisted for Children’s Book Council of Australia awards. 
He has been published in 13 languages.

Each Targeting Handwriting Student Book features a colourful back cover  
reference guide.
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The best-selling 
handwriting series that 
students enjoy using!

Prep to 7

QLD TARGETING HANDWRITING STUDENT BOOKS PRICE (Inc. GST) QTY

9781742152813 Preschool QLD Targeting Handwriting Preschool Student Book $10.95

9781742152394 Prep QLD Targeting Handwriting Prep Student Book $15.95

9781742152400 Year 1 QLD Targeting Handwriting Year 1 $15.95

9781877085444 Year 2 QLD Targeting Handwriting Year 2 $15.95

9781877085451 Year 3 QLD Targeting Handwriting Year 3 $15.95

9781877085475 Year 4 QLD Targeting Handwriting Year 4 $15.95

9781877085482 Year 5 QLD Targeting Handwriting Year 5 $15.95

9781741250848 Year 6 QLD Targeting Handwriting Year 6 $15.95

9781741250855 Year 7 QLD Targeting Handwriting Year 7 $15.95

QLD TARGETING HANDWRITING TEACHER RESOURCE BOOKS

9781742152967 Years P-3 QLD P - 3 Teaching Guide $44.95

9781741250862 Years 4-7 QLD Targeting Handwriting Teacher Resource Book $44.95
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T E AC H E R  R E S O U R C E  B O O K S   Y E A R S  P– 3  a n d  Y E A R S  4 – 7

The Targeting Handwriting Years P-3 Teacher 
Resource Book helps teachers support 
students in developing handwriting and 
keyboard skills. It includes:

• information on the mechanics of writing — 
posture, pencil grip and paper position

• templates of fun props to make for  
demonstrating handwriting patterns

• a skills checklist for each Year level

• a section to accompany each of the  
Student Books, containing  teaching  
notes appropriate to each stage of  
development, plus worksheets.

KEYBOARDING/ 
USING COMPUTERS

Each Teacher Resource book also 
contains a bonus unit on keyboard 
and computer skills. The units include 

keyboard and posture diagrams,   
easy-to-use teaching notes, and task 

cards suitable for Years P-7.

Targeting Handwriting is the best-selling handwriting program for Years Prep –7. The series contains a student 
book for each primary school year, and Teacher Resource Books for Years P-3 and Years 4–7. The program gives 
teachers everything they need to achieve their handwriting outcomes.
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TARGETING HANDWRITING QUEENSLAND MODERN CURSIVE 

What makes this series different from all the others?
The Teacher Resource Books!

The Years P–3 Teacher Resource Book has an 8 week day-by-day Fine 
Motor Skills program.

STUDENT BOOKS        Years Prep – 7
PREP STUDENT BOOK
• Introduces prep students to the Basic 

Movements of handwriting.

• Features mechanics of handwriting, 
left to right movement, clockwise and 
anticlockwise.

• These movements are the building 
blocks for writing letters and they 
support the foundation of the 
Queensland Beginners Script. 

 

YEAR 4 STUDENT BOOK
• Focus is on consolidation of joining 

skills.

• Extra attention paid to tricky joins like 
joining to s and f, and double letter 
combinations.

• Students begin to assess their own 
letter size and spacing, spacing 
between words, and slope.

• Features progressive improvement 
check.

The Targeting Handwriting Years 4-7 Teacher Resource Book includes 
teaching notes and worksheets to consolidate students’ joining 
skills, fluency and legibility.
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YEAR 1 STUDENT BOOK 
These fun books have well-designed 
pages for the beginning writer, plus:

• Pre-writing patterning exercises to help 
practise the basic movements in letter 
formation and development of fine  
motor skills.

• Each letter has two pages of tracing 
and tracking exercises. A seahorse 
character shows positioning of letters 
within lines.

• The letters are also cleverly featured 
within illustrations as a memory aid for 
students.

YEAR 2 STUDENT BOOK 
• Includes revision of Queensland 

Beginner’s Alphabet with tracking and 
tracing exercises.

• Introduces the Queensland Modern 
Cursive Alphabet, including exits, 
rounded and pointed entries, letters 
that change (f and z) and letters that 
don’t change (b, g, o, q and s).

• Includes patterning exercises, tracking 
and tracing, plus opportunities for 
independent writing assisted by 
starting points and directional arrows.

• Features practice of capitals, numerals 
and number words, and punctuation 
in simple sentences.

• Includes an introduction to joining.

YEAR 3 STUDENT BOOK
• Begins with revision of the Queensland 

Modern Cursive Alphabet, numerals 
and punctuation.

• Focuses on joining—diagonal joins, 
drop-on joins, horizontal joins and 
letters that don’t join—with lots of 
practice pages.

• Includes a section on double-letter  
combinations.

• Features a consolidation section, 
which includes joins practice and tips 
on avoiding common errors. 

YEAR 5 STUDENT BOOK 
• Focus is on fluency and legibility.

• Includes practical techniques to help  
students check letter spacing, word  
spacing and slope.

• Features practice of common letter 
clusters and high frequency words.

• Includes support for the transition to  
8mm lines.

YEAR 6 STUDENT BOOK 
• Emphasis is on fluency and legibility.

• Teaching pages feature two sets of 
copying lines, for reinforcement and 
extra practice.

• Features speed tests with legibility 
assessment component.

• Presentation ideas section includes 
material on flourished letters, 
calligraphy, headings and borders.

YEAR 7 STUDENT BOOK 
• Focuses on fluency and legibility, and  

the development of students’ own 
style.

• Includes style assessment page 
where students can note style 
variations in their handwriting, assess 
their usefulness and modify them if 
necessary.

• Introduces more ‘mature’ real world 
applications of handwriting,  
e.g. developing a signature, tips for  
note-taking.

• Highlights useful speed techniques.


